[1] We investigate the importance of nitrogen ions within Saturn's magnetosphere and their contribution to the energetic charged particle population within Saturn's inner magnetosphere. This study is based on the Voyager observations of Saturn's magnetosphere and Cassini observations. The latter have shown that water group ions dominate both the plasma and energetic particle populations but that nitrogen ions over a broad range of energies were observed at $5% abundance level. In the outer magnetosphere, methane ions were predicted to be an important pickup ion at Titan and were detected at significant levels in the outer magnetosphere and at Titan. O + ions were found to be the dominant heavy ion in the outer magnetosphere, $60%, with methane ions being $30% of the heavy ions and N + being a few percent. The two major sources of nitrogen ions within Saturn's magnetosphere are Titan's atmosphere and primordial nitrogen trapped in the icy crust of Saturn's moons and its ring particles deep within the magnetosphere. It is important to understand the source, transport, and sinks of nitrogen in order to determine whether they have a primordial origin or are from Titan's atmosphere. The energetic component is important, since it can come from Titan, be implanted into the surfaces of the icy moons, and reappear at plasma energies via sputtering obfuscating the ultimate source. As we will show, such implantation of nitrogen ions can produce interesting chemistry within the ice of Saturn's moons. The emphasis will be on the nitrogen, but the oxygen and other water group ions are also considered. We argue that neutral clouds of heavy atoms and molecules within Saturn's outer magnetosphere may be the dominant source of energetic heavy ions observed within the inner magnetosphere. Pickup heavy ions in the outer magnetosphere have energies $1-4 keV when born. If they diffuse radially inward, while conserving the first and second adiabatic invariants, they can have energies greater than several hundred keV inside of Dione's L shell. We will show how observations relate to the various sources and acceleration processes such as ionization, collisions, wave-particle interactions, and radial diffusion.
Introduction
[2] Data from Pioneer 11 and Voyager flybys of Saturn and Cassini observations during Saturn Orbit Insertion (SOI) show that the magnetosphere contains a significant population of trapped, energetic (>10 keV) heavy ions. The heavy ions are of interest as they are likely to come from sources orbiting in Saturn's magnetosphere and act as agents for chemical change and erosion via surface sputtering, implantation, and radiolysis of objects embedded in Saturn's magnetosphere. The composition of these energetic heavy ions, based on Cassini observations, is dominated by water with a small nitrogen contribution. Saturn's atmosphere and the solar wind are sources of light ions. Titan is a source of hydrogen, nitrogen, and methane [Sittler et al., 2005b; Hartle et al., 2006 ; F. J. Crary et al., Dynamics and composition of plasma at Titan, submitted to Science, 2005, hereinafter referred to as Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005] , while the icy moons and rings are sources of water molecules and possibly nitrogen [Sittler et al., 2004b; Young et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005; Sittler et al., 2005a] . On dissociation and ionization this results in a rotating oxygen and water group ion plasma in the inner magnetosphere, and oxygen-methane plasma in the outer magnetosphere with a minor contribution of nitrogen throughout. As in the Jovian system O + ions within the inner magnetosphere can go through a charge exchange cycle, propagate freely outward as neutrals, become ionized again by photoionization and become a source of energetic heavy ions via inward diffusion and acceleration. This mechanism could make the observed energetic O + and water group ions within Saturn's inner magnetosphere. , originally suggested that charge exchange reactions between corotating O + ions and atomic hydrogen at the outer edge of the A-ring (r $ 2.25 R S ), might produce a source of neutral oxygen within Saturn's outer magnetosphere (11.2 < r < 29.1 R S ) with a source strength as large as S O $ 1.4 Â 10 26 atoms/s. Johnson et al. [1989] also suggested recycling of water products by low-energy orbiting collisions inside of the orbit of Enceladus. More recently, Johnson et al. [2005] have shown that low speed charge exchange reactions are expected to be important within Saturn's inner magnetosphere so that the ejected neutrals will be gravitationally bound to Saturn and form neutral clouds of oxygen and water molecules within Saturn's outer magnetosphere. This mechanism has been referred to as charge exchange transport. This source of oxygen and water molecules evidently exceeds our estimate of the nitrogen torus S N $ 4.5 Â 10 25 atoms/s by more than an order of magnitude and explains the observed domination of oxygen ions relative to nitrogen ions within the outer magnetosphere . The ionization of the heavy neutral gas forming this giant cloud around Saturn will form an outer torus of hot keV heavy ions around Saturn. A fraction of these ions are expected to diffuse radially inward and become a source of energetic heavy ions for the inner magnetosphere. This inward transport of hot plasma has been identified as injection events as observed by the Cassini plasma instrument [Burch et al., 2005] . Because of the complexity of the composition within Saturn's magnetosphere, we will refer to the more dominant O + , water group ions (W + + and water group ions to dominate the energetic particle flux of heavy ions [Krimigis et al., 2005] . Some had suggested that Titan, and thus N + , was the dominant source [Barbosa, 1987] , but others had advocated an O + source derived from water products ejected from the surfaces of the icy satellites and E-ring grains via sputtering [Johnson et al., 1989] . Recent examination of Voyager LECP data had suggested far fewer energetic heavy ions than originally thought. If true this would lower sputtering rates than were assumed earlier [Jurac et al., 2001a [Jurac et al., , 2001b Paranicas et al., 2004] . However, Cassini observations have clearly shown that energetic heavy ions are important. It is also clear that the thermal plasma is dominated by water products, with a minor N + component. Therefore heavy ions probably dominate the sputtering rates for the icy satellites as originally thought.
[4] We first review the analysis of the Titan source rate and then describe the results of the most recent models for loss of atmosphere from Titan and the resultant formation of a neutral and plasma torus. We then reexamine the Voyager data and reanalyze the various sources of plasma for Saturn's magnetosphere. A brief examination of the loss processes follows, which will appear in a separate paper (E. C. Sittler Jr. et al., Energetic particle ion source, loss and transport within Saturn's magnetosphere: Heavy ions versus protons, manuscript in preparation, 2006). We then examine the situation at Dione as indicated by Voyager and consider the effect of energetic nitrogen on the surface of Dione, in the context of energetic oxygen dominating the surface chemistry. The surface radiolysis is shown to be dominated by the magnetospheric electron population.
Titan's Neutral Torus: Review of Models
[5] Strobel and Shemansky [1982] studying Voyager 1 UVS data at Titan [see Broadfoot et al., 1981] identified EUV emissions consistent with electron impact dissociation of N 2 at Titan's exobase and the corresponding ejection of energetic nitrogen atoms from Titan. They suggested that these nitrogen atoms would form a giant nitrogen torus around Saturn with a source strength S N $ 3 Â 10 26 atoms/s. This was followed by papers based on Voyager plasma observations by and Eviatar and Podolak [1983] , which suggested an atomic nitrogen source strength of S N $ 7.5 Â 10 25 atoms/s. Further support of this result was offered by Hunten et al. [1984] , who showed that Titan should be an important source of neutral atoms and molecules within Saturn's magnetosphere, while Hunten [1982] and Johnson [1994] showed that nonthermal mechanisms were important for atmospheric escape from Titan. Barbosa [1987] estimated the dimensions of this atomic nitrogen torus on the basis of ejection speeds at the exobase of 1 -2 km/s and on a source strength of S N $ 6 Â 10 26 atoms/s. He also estimated that the torus would have radial extent between 8 R S and 25 R S and thickness between 8 R S and 16 R S depending on the assumed ejection velocities and an average nitrogen density of 6 atoms/cm 3 . He then argued that the atomic nitrogen atoms would be ionized with a timescale t $ 3 Â 10 7 s and that the nitrogen N + ions would have pickup energies of several keV forming a suprathermal component for the ambient ions as observed by the Voyager plasma instrument [Lazarus and McNutt, 1983] . It was argued that these suprathermal pickup nitrogen ions would then accelerate thermal electrons to energies $1 keV via waveparticle interactions by lower hybrid waves [Barbosa, 1986] . This prediction was supported by Voyager plasma electron observations [Sittler et al., 1983] . Barbosa [1987] further argued that the magnetometer results reported by Connerney et al. [1983] with Z3 internal field and ring current supported the mapping of field lines within the Titan torus to around 80°n orth latitude at Saturn where the aurora was observed Sandel et al., 1982] . The pickup energy of the suprathermal nitrogen ions within the Titan torus could provide a power level $2 Â 10 11 W for the precipitating keV electrons that would power the aurora as required by the Voyager UVS observations [Sandel and Broadfoot, 1981] . Sandel and Broadfoot [1981] also found the auroral emissions were consistent with Saturn's kilometric radiation [Warwick et al., 1981] for which the UV aurora was brightest at a subsolar longitude $100°. The importance of an internal energy source for producing the aurora and SKR is also supported by the theoretical considerations by Curtis et al. [1986] and more recently by Sittler et al. [2006] , who considered the centrifugally driven flute instability.
[6] The source strength of the ejected nitrogen atoms was revised downward by Strobel et al. [1992] from their original analysis [Strobel and Shemansky, 1982] to S N < 10 25 atoms/s, using revised cross sections and showing that most of the EUV emission observed by Voyager came from solar UV and photoelectrons and not by magnetospheric electron impact dissociation of N 2 gas. The main reason for this decrease was the placement [see also Hartle et al., 1982] of the ionopause at R i $ 4400 km with the exobase being located at R exo $ 4000 km. Because the scale height ($70 km) is much less than 400 km, the magnetospheric plasma electrons in this model did not have direct access to Titan's atmosphere and could only reach the exobase via curvature drift. Furthermore, because the Alfven conductance is much less than the ionospheric conductance, the magnetospheric plasma could not penetrate the ionopause and reach the exobase or lower altitudes. The key to the true estimate of the source term is the actual location of the ionopause relative to the exobase.
[7] Ip [1992] did a more in depth analysis of the magnetospheric interaction issues regarding the ejection of fast neutrals and formation of a Titan nitrogen torus. In this model he estimated an energy spectrum of the fast nitrogen atoms and developed a Monte Carlo description of the torus, which included the collisional transport of the atomic fragments through Titan's atmosphere. Ip stated that the primary reactions responsible for the ejection of fast neutrals (N*) were the following:
Reaction (1) is then followed by electron dissociative recombination of N 2 + to produce fast N*. He then argued, using his earlier ionospheric model [Ip, 1990] , that the dominant ion within the ionosphere could be N 2 + with N i $ 3 Â 10 3 ions/cm 3 and that this peak density could be located near the exobase at R exo $ 4000 km within a scale height H $ 70 km; this ionopause height is considerably less than that estimated by Strobel et al. [1992] . Ip's model therefore allowed magnetospheric plasma electrons to have access to Titan's upper atmosphere. Below the exobase collisions are important, so that it will be more difficult for fast neutrals from reactions (1) -(3) to escape from Titan. The electron dissociation of N 2 + can produce N atoms with energies greater than the escape energy (0.3 eV) owing to the excess energy released, DE = 1.75 eV. From this mechanism alone the source term is S N $ 2 Â 10 25 atoms/s. For reaction (2) the launch energies for fast neutrals vary between 0.25 eVand 4 eV. Ip [1992] argued that the bite-out in magnetospheric electrons for E > 700 eV reported by Hartle et al. [1982] , implies that magnetospheric electrons, via curvature drift, penetrate down to the exobase. He then said that reaction (3) will tend to dominate with DE % 0.35 eV [see McElroy, 1972; Rees, 1989] , so that the ejection energies are low. Ip [1992] noted that Barbosa and Eviatar [1986] and Barbosa [1987] favor reaction (3). Ip [1992] points out that the vertical distributions of the magnetospheric plasma, ionospheric plasma and extended neutral atmosphere of Titan are complex in the vicinity of the exobase and that modeling the ejection of fast neutrals is very uncertain. The energy spectrum of fast neutrals is also very uncertain. Ip [1992] used a source term S N $ 7 Â 10 25 atoms/s and had peak densities between [N] = 3 -20 atoms/cm 3 at Titan's L shell for which he primarily used reaction (2). On adding reaction (3) he found an additional peak density of 5 -50 atoms/cm 3 at Titan's L shell. Since charge exchange is the dominant loss mechanism, the lower range of neutral densities applies when one uses the shorter N atom lifetime t $ 3 Â 10 7 s from interaction with ambient magnetospheric N + within Titan's nitrogen torus versus a longer lifetime t $ 3 Â 10 8 s when the ambient ion is O + . Since O + /CH 4 + ions dominate over N + ions in the outer magnetosphere [Hartle et al., 2006; Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005] , the longer lifetime applies and the N atom densities would be $40 atoms/cm 3 . Here, we note that although the charge exchange process does not change the number of ions in the plasma, it does replace a more abundant cold ambient ion with a hot keV heavy ion such as O + /N + . The net result is an increase in the plasma energy density and increase in plasma b $ 11 [see Neubauer et al., 1984] .
[8] Lammer and Bauer [1993] included the impact of magnetospheric heavy ions onto Titan's upper atmosphere and the corresponding sputtering of fast neutrals such as N and N 2 . They predicted that sputtering was a more important mechanism than magnetospheric electron impact dissociation of N 2 and photodissociation of N 2 for production of fast neutrals at the exobase. See Johnson [1994] for details about the physics of atmospheric sputtering. This mechanism can be important since the ion gyroradii are much larger than an atmospheric scale height and the ions have direct access to the atmosphere below the exobase even if the ionopause is 400 km above the exobase in height. However, the model by Lammer and Bauer [1993] ignored collisions below the exobase, and thereby overestimated the magnitude of the source of fast neutrals for the Titan nitrogen torus.
[9] Shematovich et al. [2001] showed the sputtering estimate by Lammer and Bauer [1993] was much too large. The net source rate is S N $ 3 Â 10 25 atoms/s considering atmospheric sputtering by the rotating plasma ions and magnetospheric electron impact dissociation and photodissociation contributions. Sputtering can produce energetic neutrals with mean escape energies $2.2 eV to 7.0 eV, which is significantly greater than that produced by magnetospheric electron impact dissociation of N 2 (i.e., DE $ 0.25 eV to 4.0 eV) or photodissociation of N 2 (i.e., DE $ 1.43 eV). However, they found that the dissociation of N 2 by solar EUV photons and corresponding flux of photoelectrons dominated over the sputtering mechanism. In these estimates the slowing of the plasma and the pick-up of heavy ions were ignored. Using estimates of these effects, Shematovich et al. [2003] found that sputtering is competitive with photodissociation for producing escaping N atoms and dominates the production of escaping N 2 molecules. A combined source strength S N $ 3.6 Â 10 25 N/s was given. More recently, Michael et al. [2005] estimated a source S N $ 4.6 Â 10 25 N/s. These calculations used the upstream plasma properties defined by the hybrid model of the Titan interaction with Saturn's magnetosphere by Brecht et al. [2000] . This provided a more realistic description of the interaction. The variation in source strength as described above, depending on the model used, underscores the difficulty in estimating the flux of escaping fast nitrogen atoms and molecules from Titan's upper atmosphere and their corresponding contribution to Titan's nitrogen torus. Therefore we assign an order of magnitude uncertainty to S N .
[10] Cravens et al. [1997] , using chemistry initiated by photo and electron impact ionization and dissociation without sputtering estimated an upper limit for the source term S N $ 2.5 Â 10 25 atoms/s of fast N atoms for the Titan nitrogen torus. They also considered other fast atoms and molecules ejected by this mechanism. Here the chemistry would have a carbon contribution. The various estimates of the nitrogen torus source strength are summarized in Table 1 .
[11] In addition to the atomic nitrogen torus discussed above, there is the well known atomic hydrogen torus originally detected by McDonough and Brice [1973] with mean density [H] $ 20 atoms/cm 3 [see also Broadfoot et al., 1981] . Shemansky and Hall [1992] have shown that this hydrogen cloud permeates the Saturn system and is not confined to a torus centered on Titan's orbital position. The hydrogen torus is similar in extent to the nitrogen torus with the added advantage that it has been observed via the strong Lyman alpha emissions, while the nitrogen torus has not yet been detected. The UVIS instrument on Cassini [Esposito et al., 2005] has not yet detected this nitrogen torus (D. E. Shemansky, private communication, 2004) . The pickup energies for the H + ions are less than 100 eV and cannot explain the observation of keV ions in the outer magnetosphere as reported by Lazarus and McNutt [1983] and or provide the necessary power for the observed Saturn aurora [Sandel and Broadfoot, 1981] . The Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) [Young et al., 2004] , will be able to measure these pickup ions and their composition throughout Saturn's magnetosphere.
Solar Wind and Nitrogen Torus as a Source of Hot Plasma
[12] A potentially important source of keV ions within Saturn's outer magnetosphere is the solar wind mainly protons and alpha particles. These ions already have keV energies and can be further energized within Saturn's magnetosphere where the cross-tail potential is $50 kV. Note that the solar wind was originally considered by Sandel and Broadfoot [1981] as the energy source for Saturn's aurora. The solar wind ions can leak into Saturn's magnetosphere via reconnection at the low-latitude boundary layer [Tsurutani et al., 2001 [Tsurutani et al., , 2003 , polar cusp and magnetopause and substorms at Saturn might play in this process [Cowley et al., 2005] . Tsurutani et al. [2003] presented evidence for the Earth that reconnection in the boundary layer changes the wave spectrum and intensity and that the boundary layer is magnetically connected to the aurora. One would expect Saturn to have a boundary layer similar to that for Earth and Jupiter [see Tsurutani et al., 2001] . As discussed by Sittler et al. [2006] , the rotational electric field is expected to dominate the convection electric field within Saturn's outer magnetosphere and prevent penetration of solar wind ions into Saturn's inner magnetosphere. Here we note that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at the dawn magnetopause [see Goertz, 1983] may provide an important leakage of solar wind ions across the magnetopause into Saturn's magnetosphere. Magnetic field reconnection may be affected by occasional movement of the magnetopause across the orbit of Titan and its torus in response to variations in solar wind pressure. Solar wind ions can undergo charge exchange in the neutral torus and gain enhanced access as fast neutrals. This same process will produce $50 keV N + pickup ions within the magnetosheath. Like the solar wind, these ions can re-enter the magnetosphere and contribute to the energetic particle population in the outer magnetosphere. Nitrogen ions picked up from Titan's nitrogen torus within the outer magnetosphere may diffuse radially inward while conserving the first and second adiabatic invariants. As this happens, they will attain energies E $ 100 keV at Dione's McIlwain L shell and E $ 400 keV at Enceladus' L shell. The same will be true for O + ions picked up in the outer magnetosphere as previously discussed. With regard to N + pickup ions within the magnetosheath and their re-entry into the magnetosphere with conservation of their adiabatic invariants, they will acquire energies E $ 1.6 MeVat Dione and E $ 6.25 MeV at Enceladus. Other energization processes, such as substorms arising from inward convection of magnetotail plasma [Vasyliunas, 1970; McIlwain, 1974; Cowley et al., 2005] and acceleration by ELF/VLF waves [Summers et al., 1998 ], which are known to generate relativistic electrons within the Earth's magnetosphere are other possibilities.
[13] The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follows: (1) the nitrogen Titan torus, (2) Voyager ion data at the Titan torus, (3) Voyager ion data at Dione's L shell, (4) sources for hot plasma ions within Saturn's magnetosphere, (5) inward transport and loss of suprathermal ions, (6) ion deposition rates and radiolysis as a function of depth for Dione's surface, (7) present laboratory absorbance spectra based on energetic ion driven radiolysis with nitrogen as an important constituent in the ice, and (8) summary and conclusions.
Nitrogen Titan Torus
[14] Using the most recent estimates of the sputtering of Titan's atmosphere by UV photons and by the magneto- [1983] S N $ 7.5 Â 10 25 N/s Barbosa [1987] S N $ 6 Â 10 26 N/s Strobel et al. [1992] S N < 10 25 N/s Ip [1992] S N $ 7 Â 10 25 N/s Lammer and Bauer [1993] S N > 10 26 N/s Cravens et al. [1997] S N $ 2.5 Â 10 25 N/s Shematovich et al. [2001] S N $ 3 Â 10 25 N/s Shematovich et al. [2003] S N $ 3.6 Â 10 25 N/s Michael et al. [2005] S N $ 4.6 Â 10 25 N/s a We have developed a Monte Carlo Model of the nitrogen torus using S N $ 4.5 Â 10 25 N/s, U = 0.3 eV, and v = 1 km/s launch speed.
spheric ions and electrons [Shematovich et al., 2003 ] and the corresponding energy distribution of the ejecta, a Monte Carlo calculation of Titan's neutral torus was carried out. Although both N 2 and N are ejected, we assume in this model that nitrogen is fully dissociated for simplicity. The effect of the molecular nitrogen was described separately [Smith et al., 2004] . In Figure 1 , a Monte Carlo calculation is shown of the atomic nitrogen torus and includes the gravitational fields of both Saturn and Titan as well as a neutral lifetime against ionization of t N0 $ 3 Â 10 8 s [Ip, 1992] . There is a concentration of atoms centered on Titan's L shell with peak densities $20 atoms/cm 3 , mean radial extent from 8 R S and 25 R S , vertical thickness of ±2 R S , and density concentrated at the equatorial plane, but some neutral trajectories extend all the way into Saturn's inner magnetosphere. Figure 1 shows the neutral density as a function of radial distance and latitude. This is used in section 3 along with the observed suprathermal ion densities derived from the Voyager plasma data and corresponding radial diffusion resident timescales. This calculation is an improvement of that presented by Barbosa [1987] since it uses a realistic expression for the energy spectrum of ejected nitrogen atoms at Titan's exobase, displays their true radial and latitudinal dependence and includes a more realistic description of the gravitational field of the system. As expected, the solutions show a concentration of N atoms at Titan. The model calculations are run, until a steady state is achieved. The solutions are presented in two dimensions using a grid size of 320 Â 300 cells with Titan fixed relative to Saturn in longitude, although the calculations were done in three dimensions with Titan orbiting around Saturn. Smith et al. [2004] also consider the variation of the ionization timescale as a function of radial distance and latitude. Here, the effects of the magnetopause boundary and bow shock also need to be considered for a truly threedimensional (3-D) calculation. As noted above, we estimate a torus, which is half the thickness of that estimated by Barbosa [1987] with a corresponding reduction of torus volume by factor of 4, giving an average neutral density of [N] $ 10-20 atoms/cm 3 .
[15] Cravens et al. [1997] studied the possibility of other molecular species being ejected from Titan's exobase and contributing to the neutral torus and ion source. Future Monte Carlo calculations should include these species since their source strength may be as high as S M $ 10 25 molecules/s. These predictions will then be able to be compared with the ion formation rates to be measured by CAPS during the Cassini tour of the Saturn system.
Voyager Ion Data at Titan Torus
[16] In this section we will consider the Voyager observations of the plasma and energetic particle populations within the Titan torus region using the Voyager Plasma Science Experiment (PLS) observations [see Bridge et al., 1977] and Low Energy Charged Particle Experiment (LECP) observations [see Krimigis et al., 1977] . These results will then be used with source rates presented in section 2 to estimate resident timescales of the ions within the torus region. We will also compare the two data sets together as a function of intensity versus energy and determine what assumed composition gives the best comparison of the two data sets across the energy gap separating the two data sets. PLS was able to discriminate between protons and heavy suprathermal ions because of Mach number effects, but for the LECP instrument this is more difficult. Maclennan et al. [1982] analysis of Voyager 1 LECP data for E > 30 keV centered on the Titan encounter period, estimated flow speeds $200 km/s for the ambient plasma, consistent with that reported by Hartle et al. [1982] . They assumed protons and observed a slow down of the flow centered on Titan's orbit. We will also compare the temperatures of the suprathermal ions measured by PLS and the estimated pickup energies of the assumed ion species.
[17] In Figure 2 , we show a three-component Maxwellian fit to the Voyager 1 PLS data, for which the suprathermal . Hartle et al. [1982] reported that the plasma in the vicinity of Titan was hot and that flow speeds were between 80 km/s and 150 km/s with a mean speed of about 120 km/s in agreement with Cassini results (Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005) . In this outer region we have a mixture of flux tubes with cold plasma and hot plasma and just hot plasma. The analysis by Richardson [1986] was primarily confined to plasma where cold plasma was present, densities higher and thus mass loading greater. So, we would argue that the results by Richardson [1986] 
We assume that this residence time is equivalent to the radial transport time via centrifugally driven transport, which dominates over other potential loss processes for the ions measured by PLS. The above estimate is comparable to the maximum radial diffusive transport time for O + ions from the OH neutral cloud model of Richardson et al. [1998] , if we scale it relative to that at Dione's L shell where t R $ 5 days and assume an L 3 dependence for the radial diffusion coefficient. When we do this we get t R $ 7.2 hours at L $ 20. Here, we note that the source term for solar wind protons could be competitive with O + /N + ions and yield similar resident timescales. As noted above, protons provide a poorer fit to the suprathermal ion component in the PLS spectrum shown in Figure 2 . It is important to note that pickup ions initially form ring distributions [see Sittler et al., 2004a] and are expected to pitch angle scatter into shell distributions [Vasyliunas and Siscoe, 1976] . In Figure 3 we show a Voyager 2 PLS spectrum near Titan's L shell, but at high latitude. Here, we see no evidence of a suprathermal ion component. If steady state is assumed this indicates that the suprathermal O + ions are confined near the equatorial plane. This should also be true for suprathermal N + , since our nitrogen torus calculations show the N atoms confined within 2 R S of the equatorial plane. These observations also indicate that the pickup ions (O + /N + ) retain their initially large perpendicular energy relative to the planetary magnetic field (i.e., T ? /T ll ) 1) and that formation of shell distributions from ion scattering is not dominant (i.e., if scattering was effective, both the O + and N + would be made isotropic A09223 SITTLER ET AL.: ENERGETIC NITROGEN IONS AT SATURN since they are of similar mass). Sittler et al. [2004a Sittler et al. [ , 2005b showed that finite gyroradius effects were important during the Voyager 1 close encounter with Titan and that the hot keV ambient ion component had to be a heavy ion such as N + /O + with ion gyroradius r g $ 5600 km. This has since been confirmed by Hartle et al. [2006] .
[18] Compared to the radial diffusion coefficient D LL $ 5 Â 10 À7 R S 2 /s used for Richardson et al.'s [1998] OH model, used $10 À7 R S 2 /s to fit measured phase space density profiles for $100-keV O + from Voyager LECP measurements in the macrosignature region of Enceladus. However, there is great uncertainty in using moon absorption signatures of energetic particles [e.g., to determine transport rates without quantitative estimates for injection rates at these energies from distributed sources such as E-ring grain sputtering [Jurac et al., 2001a [Jurac et al., , 2001b . Apparent radial dependence of radial diffusion rates for loss-less diffusion can arise from radial variation of source and loss rates. This was strongly suggested by the phase space density analysis for LECP ion and electron data of Armstrong et al. [1983] , who derived diffusion rates increasing toward Saturn for loss-less diffusion and highly contrary to known diffusion models, all with positive radial gradients in D LL . Diffusion rates may also be strongly dependent on energy and momentum. Cooper [1983] and Randall [1994] derived diffusion rates for high-energy protons and electrons, respectively, both explicitly using models for sources of these particles from cosmic ray albedo neutron decay (CRAND) in the inner magnetosphere, in the range D LL $ 1-3 Â 10 À10 R S 2 /s near Enceladus, 3 orders of magnitude less than the results from Voyager PLS and LECP. Finally, apparently high diffusion rates can be derived from moon microsignatures [e.g., Carbary et al., 1983; on the assumption that electron and ion drift shells have longitudinal symmetry, but Cooper et al. [1998] have demonstrated that this assumption can be dramatically violated for keV-MeV electrons owing to effects of global electric fields in the magnetosphere. In the most extreme cases, for electron energies near longitudinal drift resonance where corotational motion is cancelled by equal and Figure 3 . Voyager 2 PLS plasma ion data observed near Titan's L shell, but at high latitudes, well above the ring plane. Interference in sensors A, B, and C is present at the higher ion energies, which makes interpretation of this data difficult. However, it is felt that the measurements in the D cup are of good quality and show no evidence of a suprathermal component. This interpretation is based on a survey of such measurements within Saturn's outer magnetosphere, where the Titan nitrogen torus is expected to reside.
A09223
SITTLER ET AL.: ENERGETIC NITROGEN IONS AT SATURN opposite gradient curvature drift, the electron drift shells close in banana-shaped configurations on the dusk side of Saturn and do not extend fully around to the dawn side. Dawn-dusk asymmetries in intensities and phase space densities of keV-MeV ions and electrons [Maurice et al., 1996] generally suggest that longitudinal symmetry of global transport is a poor assumption. These issues will have important implications when we discuss various source and loss mechanisms for the charged particle populations in sections 4 and 5.
[19] In Figure 4 we show a combined plot of the PLS and LECP ion data in the Titan torus region where N + /O + ions are assumed both for the PLS suprathermal component and for the LECP data. We used the calibration data for heavy ions presented by Krimigis et al. [1981] paper for Jupiter's magnetosphere for our analysis of the LECP data. For these calculations we used raw count rate data, which is independent of composition and removed data from one directional sector, sector one, which is contaminated from sunlight entering the sensor. Background corrections from energetic electrons in this region are estimated to be negligible, for both instruments but are important in the inner magnetosphere . We used 30-min averages. We have also superimposed the PLS-LECP electron intensities from Maurice et al. [1996] for both Voyager 1 and 2. The PLS ion data has been converted from instrument currents to particle intensities.
[20] When one compares the energy spectrum across the energy gap between the two instruments, the comparison is very good. If we assume that protons dominate the suprathermal ions the comparison is not as good. The comparison between PLS and LECP across the energy gap is evidently not satisfactory. Furthermore, if one uses the 500 keV proton intensities measured by the LECP channel 32 as reported by Krimigis et al. [1983] , they are only 10% of those estimated here for N + /O + . However, protons may very well dominate the spectrum at high energies if the source of these ions is the solar wind and there is efficient access into Saturn's outer magnetosphere. Here we refer one to the classical papers by McIlwain [1974] and Vasyliunas [1970 Vasyliunas [ , 1975 Vasyliunas [ , 1976 . Magnetospheric convection can be an important process for accelerating solar wind protons and alphas within Saturn's magnetosphere similar to that for the Earth's magnetosphere. However, as discussed in section 4, the defining parameter is the ratio of the convection electric field relative to the rotational electric field within Saturn's outer magnetosphere. As previously noted, the analysis by Maclennan et al. [1982] favored a composition dominated by protons for E > 30 keV within the Titan torus. Therefore the composition of these energetic ions in the outer magnetosphere cannot be determined with certainty at this time. Initial energetic particle results reported by Krimigis et al. [2005] indicate comparable amounts of protons and water group ions.
[ show the presence of turbulence in the outer magnetosphere [Lepping et al., 2005] , which could indicate VLF or ULF waves or compression-expansion episodes of the magnetosphere caused by the solar wind interaction [Southward and Hughes, 1983; Hughes, 1983; Anderson, 1993; Mathie and Mann, 2000] . More comprehensive magnetometer data for wave analysis are now becoming available from the Cassini orbiter which is now in orbit around Saturn (i.e., orbit insertion with Saturn occurred on 1 July 2004). As discussed in sections 1.2, 4.2, and 4.3, N + ions born within the magnetosheath can have pickup energies $50 keV and then enter the magnetosphere similar to that for solar wind ions where they can be further energized. It is also important to note that the ion pressure in the LECP data near Titan's orbit is about 50% of that below 10 keV, although a majority of the ion density is below 10 keV. The total ion pressure is $0.2 nPa, the total electron pressure is $0.01 nPa and the magnetic field pressure is $0.01 nPa. Therefore the plasma beta is estimated to be b ) 1. This equipartition of energy between the low-energy plasma and hot plasma is similar to In the case of the ion data labeled as PLS, we have interpolated the intensities from 5 keV to 10 keV. We have also superimposed the Voyager 1 and 2 electron data from PLS and LECP. The Cosmic Ray Detector System (CRS) fluxes in this outer region went undetected. We have combined the Voyager 1 and electron data, since the Voyager 1 LECP instrument had its gamma detectors turned off, while they were on for Voyager 2. The high-energy electron data were less latitudinal dependent, but this is not the case for the thermal electrons (i.e., plasma centrifugally confined). The particle fluxes have been converted into intensities.
SITTLER ET AL.: ENERGETIC NITROGEN IONS AT SATURN that observed for the electron component of Saturn's magnetosphere as reported by Maurice et al. [1996] .
Sources for Hot Plasma Ions Within Saturn's Magnetosphere
[22] Here, we discuss the various sources of suprathermal ions within Saturn's magnetosphere, and how they may be accelerated to very high energies. In the case of solar wind protons it provides a framework for how to estimate the entry of pickup N + ions born within Saturn's magnetosheath and how substorms can further energize the suprathermal populations. Radial transport (i.e., flux tube interchange motions and charge-exchange transport to name a few) plays a very important role with regard to further energization of the ions and formation of Saturn's radiation belts. This will then lead into the possible implantation of energetic nitrogen ions within the icy surfaces of Saturn's moons, which can then be sputtered and form low-energy nitrogen ions within Saturn's inner magnetosphere as observed [Smith et al., 2005] . This can complicate the identification of primordial ammonia that may be trapped within the interiors and surfaces of Saturn's moons.
Solar Wind Source
[23] A solar wind source (i.e., protons and alphas) within Saturn's outer magnetosphere can provide keV and hotter protons. The source strength for solar wind protons can be roughly estimated using
The 1 = 2 factor is used since half the time the solar wind B Z will point northward for reconnection on the front side magnetosphere and solar wind entry into the magnetosphere and southward for a closed magnetosphere with no entry into the magnetosphere. At Saturn N SW = 0.05 ions/cm 3 , V SW = 400 km/s, R M = 20 R S and e = efficiency for solar wind entry into Saturn's magnetosphere. At Earth e % 0.05 and the efficiency goes like 1/M A (M A = Alfven Mach number in the solar wind = V SW /V A % 10) [see Slavin and Holzer, 1976] which reduces e by 1.5 relative to that at Earth, so e % 3%. For this value of e we get S SW % 4 Â 10 26 ions/s. In addition, E cor ) E conv at Saturn, so this efficiency could be lowered by an additional factor b, where 0.01 < b < 1.0. This parameter, applicable near the magnetopause boundary, is essentially unknown and probably will require composition measurements by CAPS during the Cassini tour of Saturn's magnetosphere. If we assume b $ 0.1, then we get S SW $ 4 Â 10 25 ions/s.
Titan Torus Source
[24] The source strength for the nitrogen torus is S N+ % (4.25 Â 10 25 ions/s)(2/3) = 2.8 Â 10 25 ions/s. (Note that the factor of 2/3 is used since part of the neutral torus can extend into the magnetosheath.) Therefore the source strength of the suprathermal keV N + ions is about the same as that for solar wind keV protons. Titan's hydrogen torus is not considered since pickup energies are about 100 eV and therefore do not correspond to the suprathermal ions observed by PLS within the Titan torus region. In the case when the magnetopause is pushed inside of Titan's L shell, charge exchange reactions will produce within the magnetosheath $50-100 keV N + , $4 keV H + pickup ions (i.e., V SH $ 400 km/s) and energetic atomic hydrogen atoms, E H* $ 1 keV that would be ejected from the Saturn system. The pickup N + ions would tend to be convected away by the magnetosheath flow, but some could enter the magnetosphere, similar to solar wind protons, with very high injection energies E N* $ 50-100 keVand higher since the polar cap potential could exceed 400 kV (see later discussions). The importance of this source of energetic N + ions and H + is difficult to estimate, but could be as high as S N*+ $ 3 Â 10 23 ions/s for N + and S H+ $ 4 Â 10 24 ions/s for H + (i.e., density of hydrogen cloud N H $ 20 atoms/cm 3 ). The N + ions could contribute to the energetic ions observed by LECP, while the H + ions could contribute to the suprathermals observed by PLS within Saturn's outer magnetosphere. This relatively large injection of energetic particles would only occur during the passage of compression regions and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). Although, temporal, they could contribute to the more permanent energetic populations within Saturn's magnetosphere. Since, part of the torus is always in the magnetosheath plasma regime, a smaller energetic source of N + ions will always be entering Saturn's outer magnetosphere and contribute to its energetic population. If the neutral clouds of atomic oxygen also extend into the magnetosheath then the pickup O + from these clouds will experience a similar energization as the N + and enter the magnetosphere similar to that for solar wind protons and alphas with a source rate during storms S O*+ $ 6 Â 10 24 ions/s.
Substorms and Charged Particle Energization
[25] It is important to consider the possibility of substorms at Saturn and the consequences they will have on the charged particle populations and their energetics within Saturn's magnetosphere. During the growth phase of substorms at Saturn we expect to have timescales t G $ (2pB T R M )/(B SW V SW ) % 2 days (B T = 3 nT, B SW = 0.5 nT, R M = 20 R S , V SW = 400 km/s). In the case of the Earth, t G $ 2.5 hours, while for Mercury we expect t G $ 1 -2 min [Siscoe et al., 1975] . We estimate the timescale for an injection event after substorm onset to be t I ! 2 hours when neglecting line tying effects (i.e., this timescale could be longer), while for Earth the injection timescales t I $ 40 min or less [McPherron, 1997; McPherron et al., 1986] . As estimated above, the polar cap potential drop DF PC % (V SW B SW )(2R M )h % 48 kV for which we set h % 0.1 [Tsurutani and Lakhina, 1997] . This large potential drop across the polar cap can energize solar wind ions to very large energies via the return flow from the magnetotail [see Vasyliunas, 1970 Vasyliunas, , 1975 Vasyliunas, , 1976 . Using the poynting flux as described by Siscoe et al. [1975] , the total input power is W $ R M DF PC B T /m 0 % 1.4 Â 10 11 W, very close to the EUV aurora power reported by Broadfoot et al. [1981] of $2 Â 10 11 W. If we use a solar wind source at the magnetopause or boundary layer of S SW $ 4 Â 10 26 ions/s and use a power input due to convection of W $ 1.4 Â 10 11 W, we get a mean energy of solar wind protons of E P $ 2.5 keV. This estimate is comparable to their mean energy of E P $ 1 keV in the solar wind. If, we use the lower estimate for the solar wind source, then the protons will be energized to E P $ 25 keV, which is comparable to the polar cap potential. At the orbit of Titan the rotational electric field E rot % V rot B Titan $ 300 -600 mV/m (V rot $ 60-120 km/s, B Titan % 5 nT), while the convection electric field E conv % (V SW B SW )h $ 20 mV/m ( E cor as previously argued. The parameter h is highly uncertain. During the passage of a compression region and if we assume a jump in B and density by a factor of 4, [Smith et al., 1980] , then the convection electric field could increase to E conv $ 160 mV/m and start to be competitive with the rotational electric field (as discussed by Sittler et al. [2006] , this is offset by the spinning up of the magnetosphere as it is compressed). Furthermore, the merging rate efficiency at the magnetopause is inversely proportional to the Alfven Mach number [Slavin and Holzer, 1976] , which could decrease by a factor of two within a compression region, and increase h $ 0.1. Therefore the number of particles entering the magnetosphere could increase by a factor of 16 (i.e., b factor also increased by factor of 2), the polar cap potential to DF PC $ 400 kV (i.e., charged particle energization) and the input power to W $ 1.1 Â 10 12 W and resulting in auroral brightening. This argument is similar to that proposed by Cowley et al. [2005] to explain the auroral events observed during the HST-Cassini campaign in January 2004. Sittler et al. [2006] have argued that most of the auroral brightening can be traced to a centrifugal instability mechanism and Kelvin-Helmholtz instability at dawn magnetopause as originally discussed by Goertz [1983] and Curtis et al. [1986] . The effectiveness of the return flow can be traced to the parameter b $ E conv /E cor . If there is no return flow, then the hot N + ions would be ejected down the tail as part a magnetospheric wind similar to that observed by Sittler et al. [1987] for the Jovian tail.
[26] The presence of boundary layers at all planetary magnetospheres are expected to be present, for which the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) plays a most critical role with regard to magnetospheric convection and substorm phenomena [Tsurutani et al., 2001; Sonnerup and Siebert, 2003] . The LLBL can also be an important source for ELF/VLF plasma waves within the outer magnetosphere and result in cross-field diffusion (i.e., turbulent electric fields) of ions and electrons into the magnetosphere (i.e., boundary layer thickness) where they can be further energized via field aligned electric fields and corresponding auroral brightenings [Tsurutani et al., 2003] . Once these particles have entered the magnetosphere, they can be further energized by magnetospheric convection processes. One of the primary objectives of the Cassini mission is to provide a more accurate estimate of the parameter h, related to the e parameter noted above, and to search for the presence of a boundary layer during magnetopause crossings.
Inward Transport and Loss of Suprathermal Ions
[27] Up till now we have focused our discussions with regard to the sources of suprathermal ions within Saturn's outer magnetosphere and their energization. Here, we briefly comment on the inward transport of the suprathermal ions and their entry into the inner magnetosphere where they can contribute to Saturn's inner radiation belts. During inward radial transport they must deal with various losses such as satellite sweeping, collisions with dust and neutral clouds and precipitation into Saturn's atmosphere via wave-particle interactions. These calculations are part of a separate publication (E. C. Sittler Jr. et al., manuscript in preparation, 2006) where an in-depth study of the above processes are performed and their relative importance between protons and heavy ions such as O + /N + are considered.
[28] In summary, we find that satellite-sweeping calculations for Rhea are not important for N + with transport timescales t R $ 10 days. Lepping et al. [2005] did an indepth study of MHD waves from 8.5 < L < 16.9. These waves can pitch angle scatter the N + ions and precipitate them into Saturn's atmosphere. MHD waves are observed to be important near the outer boundary of the plasma sheet at L $ 15. Using the Richardson et al. [1998] results, we estimated a lower limit for the predicted radial transport timescale t R $ 2 days at L $ 8.5. If so, then both precipitation and satellite sweeping by Rhea of the suprathermal ion population would be negligible at L $ 8.5. However, this is contrary to observations [see Cheng, 1986, 1985] . Richardson et al. [1998] did indicate that their model predictions would be more consistent with observations if radial transport declines with increasing distance between 7 and 12 R S . One possibility for this they said was that the transport rate was dependent on the mass-loading rate. This is consistent with the OH and water group neutral clouds being confined within L $ 7 [Richardson et al., 1998 ] and the Titan neutral tori being confined outside L $ 12 [see Barbosa, 1987; Ip, 1992; this work] . This result is also consistent with the analysis by Lepping et al. [2005] , where wave activity does not seem to be important between L $ 7 and L $ 12. Furthermore, radial diffusion rates may decrease with increasing charged particle energy (i.e., E $ 50 keV versus E < 10 keV). Therefore the data when combining all observational constraints is consistent with radial transport timescales t R $ 10 days at L $ 8.5. Otherwise, the transport rate from Richardson et al. [1998] would be applicable. Finally, we note that the neutral hydrogen cloud, which has been reported from Voyager UVS data [Shemansky and Hall, 1992] to extend throughout Saturn's magnetosphere, is not expected to be an important source of mass loading and the suprathermal populations discussed here, owing to low mass. However, it could be an important charge exchange sink for suprathermal and energetic protons and heavy ions.
Voyager Ion Data at Dione's L Shell
[29] In this section we examine the ion measurements in the vicinity of Dione's L shell, in the context of our proposed model where suprathermal N + ions originate within Titan's neutral torus and then diffuse radially inward to contribute to Saturn's inner radiation belts. We will also explore various loss mechanisms for these nitrogen ions and the ''solar wind'' protons. This will provide further constraints on the radial diffusion coefficients.
[30] In Figure 5 we show a three-component Maxwellian fit to the PLS ion data at the Voyager 1 outbound Dione L shell ring plane crossing. The PLS instrument includes four Faraday cup sensors (A -D) aligned in different directions. Within Saturn's magnetosphere the D cup is directed upstream toward the incoming rotating flow and is usually exposed to the highest ion fluxes, while A, B and C are pointing nearly perpendicular to this direction. Here, the suprathermal ion is assumed to be H + , but the fit for this component, particularly in the D cup, is poor. In Figure 6 we show a fit to the same data, but now assuming N + for the suprathermal ion component. The fit is significantly better than that for H + , especially in the D cup spectrum. In theory, we would expect a better fit assuming a water group ion for the suprathermal component, since within Saturn's inner magnetosphere one expects the neutral clouds to be dominated by water group molecules and atoms such [31] In Figure 7 , we show a combined plot of PLS and LECP data during Voyager 1's outbound crossing of Dione's L shell, also near the ring plane crossing of this spacecraft. Water group ions are assumed for the PLS suprathermal ion component and LECP data above 10 keV was assumed to be dominated by O + /N + [Krimigis et al., 2005] . The comparison across the energy gap looks good with a common power law between 1 keV and 3 MeV. Conserving the first and second adiabatic invariants, using the mean energy of the PLS suprathermal O + /N + component at Titan's torus and mapping to Dione's L shell, we obtain a mean O + /N + energy greater than 100 keV. This would suggest that most of the LECP fluxes are O + /N + . However, Paranicas et al. [2004] suggested that for energies greater than 500 keV, the composition is dominated by protons. Cassini results have not yet been presented to confirm or deny their conclusion that protons dominate at E > 500 keV. We have also superimposed the electron intensities from Maurice et al. [1996] . These electrons will be important for the radiolytic reactions taking place for depths greater than 1 mm in the surface ice of Dione.
[32] Pressure integrals over the Dione PLS spectra depend strongly on whether the ion is H + or O + , the latter giving 2.6 nPa as compared to 0.1 nPa for H + at plasma energies and 1.1 nPa for the LECP ions inferred to be O + /N + . For O + this result differs from integrals for the Titan O + /N + spectra giving comparable 0.1 nPa pressures at both PLS and LECP energies. In contrast, Maurice et al. [1996] found comparable pressures for plasma and energetic com- [33] In Table 2 we summarize the particle and field parameters that characterize the environment surrounding Dione. The ion and neutral densities were derived from Richardson et al. [1998] and this paper. More recent results from Jurac and Richardson [2005] are indicated in parenthesis for the ambient ions and neutrals. However, for our purposes either could apply. Jurac and Richardson [2005] increased the source of water to the magnetosphere from S W $ 10 27 mol/s from Richardson et al. [1998] to S W $ 10 28 mol/s, with very high neutral densities near Enceladus $5900 mol/cm 3 .
Ion Deposition Rates and Radiolysis as a Function of Depth for Dione's Surface
[34] In this section we will estimate the ion implantation rates and radiolysis as a function of depth for the icy surface of Dione using the intensities shown in Figure 7 and the published electron intensities by Maurice et al. [1996] which covers the energy range from 10 eV to 2 MeV. Below 10 keV we used the composition shown in Figure 6 for PLS where the suprathermal component is assumed to be N + /O + , while at energies greater than 10 keV we assumed a similar composition of N + /O + . Delitsky and Lane [2002] assumed the nitrogen was 10% of the thermal plasma. Cassini plasma measurements [Smith et al., 2005] and energetic particle measurements [Krimigis et al., 2005] indicate that N + is $5% of O + at all energies. As reported by Richardson et al. [1998] , the source of water molecules within Saturn's inner magnetosphere is S W $ 1.4 Â 10 27 mol/s (Jurac and Richardson [2005] have increased this estimate to S W $ 10 28 mol/s), while the source of hot nitrogen atoms within Saturn's outer magnetosphere is S N* $ 4.5 Â 10 25 atoms/s. Potential sources of hot O neutrals with S O $ 6 Â 10 26 mol/s are expected to populate the outer magnetosphere via charge exchange transport [see . The hot N + /O + ions from the neutral torus will be transported outward and lost to the magnetopause. However, the recent Cassini results by Burch et al. [2005] show that hot plasma can be injected into the inner magnetosphere, where they can be energized as previously discussed. The calculations by Smith et al. [2004] show significant production rates Here, because of a Mach number effect, the fit is considerably improved. It is felt that by using a shell distribution we would get a better fit to the A, B, and C sensors. However, this needs to be confirmed by more quantitative calculations where a shell distribution is assumed for the suprathermal component. of nitrogen pickup ions as close in as Dione, indicating that there could be an important source of low-energy nitrogen ions from Titan in Saturn's inner magnetosphere. For our ion implantation and radiolysis calculations we will use the codes developed by Cooper et al. [2001] for the icy Galilean satellites.
[35] In Figure 8 we show the ion implantation rate in terms of ion density per year as a function of surface depth. It is useful to know for the following discussions that the column density of water molecules in ice for a depth of 1 cm is $3 Â 10 22 mol/cm 2 . We will use 10% of this as an upper estimate for our accumulated implanted column densities for N + within the ice and corresponding accumulation timescale t acc . Figure 8 shows [Cooper et al., 2001] , which is far shorter than our implantation timescales. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that the implanted oxygen and nitrogen will be uniformly distributed over such a depth. For longer timescales the meteoritic gardening will extend down to $1 m depth. Cooper et al. [2001] also argue that these ions will be buried faster by impact ejecta than they can removed by sputtering or sublimation. Actual regolith depth depends on geologic age of the surface, which in the case for Dione is >1 Byrs [Morrison et al., 1984] . This argument should In the case of the ion data labeled as PLS, we have interpolated the intensities from 5 keV to 10 keV. We have also superimposed the Voyager 1 and 2 electron data from PLS, LECP, and Cosmic Ray Detector System (CRS). We have done this since the Voyager 1 LECP instrument had its gamma detectors turned off, while they were on for Voyager 2. The high-energy electron data were less latitudinal dependent, but this is not the case for the thermal electrons (i.e., plasma centrifugally confined). The particle data have been converted into intensities. SITTLER ET AL.: ENERGETIC NITROGEN IONS AT SATURN be even more applicable at Saturn where the icy satellites are colder and the sputtering rates are considerably less than that at the Galilean satellites, except for may be Callisto. The gravitational focusing factor, used for the above calculations, f G $ 1 + (v esc /v 1 ) 2 < 1.7 at Saturn. This estimate is comparable to but less than that for Jupiter with f G < 2.8 for Europa, Ganymede and Callisto [Cooper et al., 2001] . At Saturn we use v esc $ 12 km/s (i.e., at Rhea's orbital position) and v 1 $ 14 km/s. Therefore meteoritic impact rates at Saturn are comparable to but less than that at Jupiter, but more than offset by the higher sputtering and sublimation rates for the Galilean icy satellites.
[36] Delitsky and Lane [2002] suggest a chemistry model that might occur owing to nitrogen implanted into the water ice. The nitrogen was first converted into nitric oxide, NO, and then into other nitrogen molecules. Here we note that since the O + fluences are so much larger than that for N + , molecules such as hydrogen peroxide, H 2 O 2 , may dominate the nitrogen compounds in the ice. Molecular oxygen, a byproduct of hydrogen peroxide has been detected at Ganymede [Spencer et al., 1995] and ozone, produced by photolysis of O 2 , has been detected at Rhea and Dione [Noll et al., 1997] . In Figure 9 , similar to that done for Figure 8 , we show the dosage time for radiological processes to occur for Dione, using the ion and electron intensities shown in Figure 7 . For depths greater than 1 mm, the radiolysis is dominated by the energy deposited by penetrating energetic electrons [see Johnson et al., 2004] . At depths, $1 mm, the energetic oxygen ions dominate the radiolysis, while within a few monolayers of the surface plasma oxygen and protons dominate the radiolysis. Near the surface the dosage timescale at 0.1 mm is about 50 years, while at Europa it is about 3.5 years and Callisto about 150 years. At 1 mm the radiolysis timescale, is about t $500 years. By using the intensities shown in Figure 7 , the nature and depth distribution of the energy deposition is different from that used by Delitsky and Lane [2002] . However, most importantly, our estimated net energy fluxes are greater by an order of magnitude than those in the work of Delitsky and Lane [2002] . In the case of ion energy flux they estimated an energy flux $1.7 Â 10 8 keV/cm 2 s, while we estimate an energy flux $6.5 Â 10 7 keV/cm 2 s for the thermal plasma and $5.5 Â 10 7 keV/cm 2 s for the E > 10 keV hot plasma, for total ion energy flux $1.3 Â 10 8 keV/cm 2 s. In the case of electrons we estimate an energy flux for PLS electrons $2.6 Â 10 8 keV/cm 2 s and for the LECP-CRS electrons we estimate $1.5 Â 10 9 keV/cm 2 s, for a total electron energy flux $1.8 Â 10 9 keV/cm 2 s. In the case of Delitsky and Lane [2002] , they estimated an electron energy flux $2.2 Â 10 8 keV/cm 2 s, which is an order of magnitude lower than our estimate. To compute our energy flux, EF, we used the expression
for which E is the particles relativistically correct total kinetic energy [see Cooper et al., 2001] . This integral has a stronger weighting at higher energies than that used by Delitsky and Lane [2002] . As expected, their numbers are closer to what we call the contribution from PLS, where most of the electron density resides. The electron energy spectrum is highly non-Maxwellian, and accounts for the large discrepancy.
[37] For an individual species, Delitsky and Lane [2002] estimated the column densities for a wide range of molecules using the formula N = EGt, for which, E is the energy flux (keV/cm 2 s), G is the radiolysis yield or ''G value'' in units of molecules/100 eV of energy deposited, and t is the time. This is applicable only if the percentages are very small. They used t = 1000 years, which is subjective, but comparable to the meteoritic gardening timescale at a depth of 1 mm [see Cooper et al., 2001] , which is essentially the optical depth for composition measurements if grain sizes for optical scattering are something like 100 mm. Because our energy flux is an order of magnitude greater than theirs, we need use a time t $ 100 years in order to get molecular abundances similar to that computed by Delitsky and Lane [2002] . We have converted their numbers to a percentage of the column density for ice N W $ 3.3 Â 10 22 mol/cm 2 . This was done as a means of estimating what fraction of the water molecules sputtered into Dione's atmosphere is composed of these molecules, and whether the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) Ion Mass Spectrometer (IMS) will be able to detect them as pickup ions [see Sittler et al., 2004a] . If we sum up all the molecules relative to the water molecules in the ice we get 21.7% of all the water molecules being composed of the various molecules listed in the work of Delitsky and Lane [2002] . This large percentage violates the original assumption made when using these G factors and underscores the fact that one cannot decouple the reaction between the various species derived by Delitsky and Lane [2002] .
[38] Sputtering is an important loss mechanism for the icy surface of Dione removing implanted ions and producing resultant chemistry in the ice. For example, the sputtering rate is F D $ 5 Â 10 8 mol/cm 2 /s [Jurac et al., 2001a [Jurac et al., , 2001b , so that the timescale to remove 1 cm of ice from Dione's surface is t sput = N W /F D $ 10 6 years ( t acc (N + ) $ 600 Myr). However, the rate of meteoritic gardening down to a 1 cm depth is $10 4 years, which is (t sput . So, the various nitrogen and hydrocarbon molecules could be buried deeper in the ice and survive losses due to sputtering. We should also note that the sputtering rates are higher for those molecules that are more volatile or outgas at higher rates for formation of an exosphere or corona around Dione [see Sittler et al., 2004b] . To estimate the neutral density of this corona, we assume a source rate $10 26 mol/s, which are only due to sputtering of ice, are added to the gas phase at Dione. We then need to estimate scavenging timescale for removing the atmospheric molecules. This is related to the charge exchange lifetime t cx $ 2 Â 10 6 s [Richardson et al., 1998 ], ionization timescale t ion $ 5 Â 10 6 s [Richardson et al., 1998 ] and the elastic scattering timescale t elastic $ 1.8 Â 10 6 s (i.e., used collision cross section s $ 3 Â 10 À15 cm 2 from Eviatar and Podolak [1983] and Book [1977] ), which gives us an overall scavenging timescale of t scav $ 8 Â 10 5 s. The estimated scale height of this atmosphere is h $ 120 km. Combining these we can estimate the atmospheric density n = ( 10 26 ) ( [Noll et al., 1997] . This gives an upper estimate with the actual atmospheric density probably resides between these two limits and its detection by Cassini should be a high priority. In order for CAPS to detect nitrogen based molecules their number should be at the 1% level or greater relative to the number of water molecules in the ice. Also, CAPS should be able to detect an atmosphere or corona as estimated here and in the work of Sittler et al. [2004b] . Our calculations do indicate that species such as N, NO, NO 2 , HNO 3 , N 2 , and N 2 O if at the 1 -10% level relative to water ice, should be detectable by CAPS.
[39] Delitsky and Lane [2002] did not assume the presence of ammonia in the ice from the primordial formation of the Saturn System. The presence of ammonia within Titan's crust is thought to be significant because of its dense N 2 atmosphere [e.g., Sittler et al., 2004b] and it has been proposed that the activity observed by Enceladus' could be due to ammonia [e.g., Stevenson, 1982] . We also note, that the dominant ion within Titan's ionosphere may not be N 2 + , but rather H 2 CN + [Hartle et al., 1982; Keller et al., 1998 ], C 2 H 5 + [Keller et al., 1992] , and CH 5 + (the latter can dominate at higher altitudes) [Keller et al., 1998 ]. Furthermore, methane ions have been observed within Saturn's outer magnetosphere and pickup region around Titan as observed by Cassini [Hartle et al., 2006; Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005] and predicted by Sittler et al. [2005b] on the basis of Voyager 1 encounter data with Titan. Therefore, like the N + discussed here, significant amounts of C + could be present in the inner magnetosphere. Delitsky and Lane [2002] assumed that CO 2 was already present in the ice. Up till now the C + has not been detected by Cassini within the inner magnetosphere.
Laboratory Experiments Performing Ion Irradiation-Radiolysis of Icy Surfaces and Measuring IR Absorbance Spectra for Surface Composition Measurements
[40] Saturn's icy satellites, when implanted with nitrogen are expected to produce new molecules in an ice matrix or as inclusions in ice. We now consider some laboratory data using irradiation techniques developed by Moore and Hudson [2000] to confirm the possible presence of the nitrogen species discussed above. At present, only MeV protons are used in laboratory ice irradiations and IR spectroscopy is used to follow the corresponding chemistry that results. In terms of estimating the effect of radiolysis and corresponding chemistry for the same dose the energetic protons produce to first order the same effect as the energetic oxygen and nitrogen ions. The implantation of N + and O + in the ice can be simulated by mixing N 2 and O 2 in the ice and then irradiating this ice mixture with energetic protons. To determine likely products, we examined an ice mixture of H 2 O + N 2 + O 2 (3:1:1). When such a laboratory ice is condensed at 20 K and warmed to 100 K (a temperature more relevant to the icy surfaces at Saturn), most of the N 2 and O 2 sublime. If irradiations are performed at 100 K there is not enough N 2 and O 2 trapped in the ice to make IR-detectable products. Therefore we irradiated the ice mixture at 20 K. Figure 10 shows the products observed, NO, NO 2 simulation. Most of the G factors used by Delitsky and Lane [2002] were inferred from related experimental data, so there is considerable uncertainty. The results shown in Figure 10 , show some of the molecules produced in the ice, such as NO and NO 2 , could sublimate from the ice and contribute to an exosphere or corona around Dione (see section 7). Meteoritic gardening will tend to mix these molecules to depths deeper than 1 cm so that they may remain trapped in the ice at the higher temperatures of 100 K. If so, they may still be detectable by CAPS via sputtering of these molecules from the icy surface and their subsequent ionization in the vicinity of Dione [see Sittler et al., 2004b] . Finally, as previously noted, hydrogen peroxide may be a major molecule in the ice at Dione since water group ions are observed to dominate at all energies. Since ozone was detected at Dione and Rhea by HST [Noll et al., 1997] , the presence of O 2 in the ice is highly likely. This is further supported by the detection of O 2 + by the Cassini plasma instrument Sittler et al., 2005a] .
[41] It is important to note the measurements by Strazzulla et al. [2003] , where they irradiated icy surfaces at temperatures between 16 K and 77 K with either 30 keV C + or N + ions. In the case of C + they did detect CO 2 and CO in the ice after irradiation. However, for 30 keV N + ions incident on the ice, they only found nitrogen molecules if they had NH 3 /CH 4 already in the ice. If the penetration depths and sputtering rates are such that the implanted N is removed efficiently or if a more volatile species such as N 2 formed and removed, the proposed chemistry, based on initially forming NO, might not occur. Therefore the nitrogen species due to implantation might be difficult to observe spectroscopically. However, in steady state nitrogen species must be ejected into the gas phase at a rate equivalent to the implantation rate. Therefore such species will be observable by Cassini in the plasma.
Summary and Conclusions
[42] In this paper we have made the case that Titan is the source of a large atomic nitrogen torus surrounding Saturn within the outer magnetosphere with L $ 20 [Eviatar and Podolak, 1983; Barbosa, 1986; Ip, 1992; Smith et al., 2004] and that this cloud will be the source of keV pickup nitrogen ions, although dominated by keV O + ions as observed by Cassini [Hartle et al., 2006; Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005] . A subset of these keV nitrogen ions will then be transported into Saturn's inner magnetosphere where they will be energized by conserving the first and second adiabatic invariants. Johnson et al. [2005] have shown that charge exchange transport from the inner magnetosphere to the outer magnetosphere, may be an important source of oxygen within Saturn's outer magnetosphere. These will also be energized after ionization by inward diffusion. Enrichment processes (E. C. Sittler Jr. et al., manuscript in preparation, 2006) could enhance heavy ions relative to protons as they diffuse radially inward, could make heavy ions dominate the energetic ion population in the inner magnetosphere. The energetic nitrogen ions will then bombard the icy surfaces of the moons creating the complex nitrogen chemistry in their icy regolitha.
[43] We reviewed the estimates of the source strength of hot neutral atoms from Titan. The primary uncertainty for estimating the source strength is the height of the ionopause and the access of magnetospheric plasma to the exobase or lower altitudes [Ip, 1992] . Assuming an energy distribution with f(E) = 1/(E + U) 2 and U = 0.3 eV or a monoenergetic spectrum with ejection speeds $1 km/s, we presented results of a Monte Carlo model of the nitrogen torus with uniform life time against ionization of t N0 $ 3 Â 10 8 s. This model showed a neutral torus centered on Titan's orbit and extending into the inner magnetosphere with a thickness of ±2 R S near Titan. Using this source rate and the Voyager PLS observations, we estimated resident or transport timescales for the pickup ions to be $7.4 hours. This is shorter than the lower limit estimated from radial diffusion coefficients as determined by Paonessa and Cheng [1986] . The PLS data also indicates that within this torus the suprathermal ion component is confined to the equatorial plane so that T ? /T ll ) 1. This is consistent with our calculations that give a neutral N torus thickness <4 R S .
[44] We also looked into a solar wind source, with nitrogen getting ionized within the magnetosheath and then entering the magnetosphere similar to that for solar wind ions. A solar wind source could provide keV protons and alpha particles within Saturn's outer magnetosphere and be the source of energetic protons within Saturn's inner magnetosphere. In the case of entering N + ions, their pickup energies can be as high as 50-100 keV and with inward radial transport could achieve energies in excess of E $ 1.6 MeV to 6.25 MeV. We determined that ''solar wind'' protons could be competitive relative to suprathermal N + ions from the Titan torus, but parameter uncertainties are too high to make a definitive statement. However, the PLS suprathermal ion measurements give a better fit assuming a heavy ion dominates over protons. In addition, combining the PLS and LECP data, we also get a better match assuming that heavy ions dominate the suprathermal fluxes. Maclennan et al. [1982] favor a proton composition within Saturn's outer magnetosphere for E > 30 keV. Finally, the reanalysis of the Voyager 1 plasma data at Titan by Sittler et al. [2004a Sittler et al. [ , 2005b showed that the keV component observed by PLS was in fact a heavy ion component such as O + /N + because of finite gyroradius effects. Finally, Cassini plasma observations have shown the keV component to be dominated by oxygenmethane ions [Hartle et al., 2006; Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005] .
[45] In a separate publication (E. C. Sittler Jr. et al., manuscript in preparation, 2006), we look into ion losses due to satellite sweeping, impacts with dust gas and precipitational losses due to wave-particle interactions. We found all losses to be comparable to transport timescales $10 days. Furthermore, the MHD waves reported by Lepping et al. [2005] for 8.5 < L < 16.9 will tend to scatter the protons and make them isotropic, while transport timescales may be short enough so that T ? /T ll ) 1 for the nitrogen ions as they are transported into the inner magnetosphere. In the case of N + , with T ? /T ll ) 1, the nitrogen ions will be confined near the equatorial plane and not be observable at high latitudes. When we consider the scattering timescales due to waves, L shell sweeping, observed particle losses reported by Armstrong et al. [1983] and the fact that Richardson et al. [1998] suggested that transport timescales could be longer between L $ 7 and L $ 12, transport timescales t R $ 10 days seems highly probable at L $ 8.5.
[46] proposed that O + ions could charge exchange with the A-ring's hydrogen atmosphere just outside it's outer edge and produce a source of oxygen atoms within Saturn's outer magnetosphere (i.e., gravitationally bound to Saturn) with a source strength S O $ 1.4 Â 10 26 atoms/s. It was also noted that the charge exchange process inside of 4 R S can occur by ion-molecule orbiting interactions which would recycle oxygen and other water products throughout the magnetosphere [Johnson et al., 1989 ]. An oxygen torus that extends to the outer magnetosphere can produce a hot keV O + component similar to the hot keV N + component. Composition measurements within Saturn's magnetosphere by the CAPS instrument Sittler et al., 2005a; Hartle et al., 2006; Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005] and MIMI [Krimigis et al., 2005] have shown the O + and water group ions dominate throughout Saturn's magnetosphere with methane ions being an important contributor within the outer magnetosphere [Sittler et al., 2005a; Hartle et al., 2006; Crary et al., submitted manuscript, 2005] . Nitrogen ions evidently contribute only $5% of the heavy ion component [Smith et al., 2005; Krimigis et al., 2005] .
[47] The PLS and LECP data during the Voyager 1 ring plane crossing of Dione's L shell are shown to be consistent with thermal protons and water group ions. The PLS suprathermal ion fluxes and the LECP data were best fit by a heavy ion like O + with 5% of N + Krimigis et al., 2005] . Using algorithms developed by Cooper et al. [2001] for the Galilean satellites, we computed the implantation rates and dosage rates for radiolysis as a function of depth for H + , O + and N + . Using highly uncertain G-values, Delitsky and Lane [2002] concluded that nitrogen products would be a considerable fraction of the surface, which is not likely. However, many of the species proposed have been observed in our laboratory as trapped molecules in an ice matrix: were N, NO, NO 2 , HNO 3 , N 2 , and N 2 O. These might be observable by the CAPS instrument during a targeted wake flyby of Dione as ions in ring distributions [see Sittler et al., 2004b] . CAPS detection of the freshly formed ions maybe more sensitive than IR absorbance spectra. Further, an exosphere surrounding Dione composed of the more volatile species might be observable by both VIMS NIR remote sensing measurements and CAPS in situ measurements.
